This semester your sophomore colleagues are presenting the results of their individual research, service-learning, or internship work. The venues for this presentation are:

- April 22 (Wed.): Undergraduate Research Day, 2nd Floor of McKeldin Library
- May 1 (Fri.): Scholars Academic Showcase, Cambridge Community Center

As part (15%) of your colloquium grade, you are required to attend the Scholars Showcase &/or the UG Research Day, and interview at least three (3) of the presenters, of whom at least two (2) of which must be ELT students. (All three could be ELTers, if you wish!) Your report on these short interviews will be part of the grade for this semester, but will also give you an idea of some of the experiential learning opportunities afforded by Scholars. (NOTE WELL: Next Spring **YOU** will be presenting at the Academic Showcase or Undergraduate Research Day, so observe carefully!!).

Below is the information and list of questions you will need to get from all those whom you interview:

1) Student’s Name and Contact Information (generally email address)

2) Affiliation (Scholars Program where applicable; major and other program (Honors, Gemstone, etc.) if appropriate)

3) Title of Project

4) Briefly describe the nature of the project (activities done; goal of project; results; etc.)

5) What were the main benefits (intellectual, personal growth, etc.) the student received from doing the project?

6) What were the main pitfalls or obstacles during the development and/or undertaking of the project?

Please Note: you must interview people involved in three **distinct** projects: students who worked on the same or exceedingly similar projects count as **only one** of your required three interviews!


Due Date: **Tuesday May 12.** No exceptions!